Abstract Dynamic models and statistical inference for the diffusion of information in social networks is an area which has witnessed remarkable progress in the last decade due to the proliferation of social networks. Modeling and inference of diffusion of information has applications in targeted advertising and marketing, forecasting elections, predicting investor sentiment and identifying epidemic outbreaks. This chapter discusses three important aspects related to information diffusion in social networks: (i) How does observation bias named friendship paradox (a graph theoretic consequence) and monophilic contagion (influence of friends of friends) affect information diffusion dynamics. (ii) How can social networks adapt their structural connectivity depending on the state of information diffusion. (iii) How one can estimate the state of the network induced by information diffusion. The motivation for all three topics considered in this chapter stems from recent findings in network science and social sensing. Further, several directions for future research that arise from these topics are also discussed.
Introduction
Information diffusion refers to how the opinions (states) of individual nodes in a social network (graph) evolve with time. The two phenomena that give rise to information diffusion in social networks are 1 -contagion and 2 -homophily. Contagion-based diffusions are driven by influence of neighbors whereas homophily-based diffusions are driven by properties of nodes (which are correlated among neighbors) [3, 62, 83] . Dynamic models and statistical inference for such information diffusion processes in social networks (such as news, innovations, cultural fads, etc) has witnessed remarkable progress in the last decade due to the proliferation of social media networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Snapchat and also online reputation systems such as Yelp and Tripadvisor. Models and inference methods for information diffusion in social networks are useful in a wide range of applications including selecting influential individuals for targeted advertising and marketing [41, 67, 82] , localization of natural disasters [81] , forecasting elections [68] and predicting sentiment of investors in financial markets [74, 8] . For example, [4] shows that models based on the rate of Tweets for a particular product can outperform market-based prediction methods.
This chapter deals with the contagion-based information diffusion in large scale social networks. In such contagion-based information diffusion (henceforth referred to as information diffusion) processes, states (which could represent opinions, voting intentions, purchase of a product, etc.) of individuals in the network evolve over time as a probabilistic function of the states of their neighbors. Popular models for studying information diffusion processes over networks include SusceptibleInfected (SI), Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS), Susceptible-Infected-Recovered (SIR) and Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (SEIR) [32, 14] . Apart from these models, several recent works also investigated information diffusions using real-world social network datasets: [79] studied the spread of hashtags on Twitter, [6] conducted larges scale field experiments to identify the causal effects of peer influence in information diffusion, [55] studied how the network structure affects dynamics of information flow using Digg and Twitter datasets to track how interest in new stories spread over them.
Main Topics and Organization
In this chapter, we consider a discrete time version of the SIS model on an undirected network which involves two steps (detailed in Sec. 2) at each time instant. In the first step, a randomly sampled individual (agent) m from the population observes d(m) (degree of m) number of randomly selected agents (neighbors of m). In the second step, based on the d(m) observations, the state of agent m evolves probabilistically to one of the two possible states: infected or susceptible.
In the context of this discrete time SIS model, next, we briefly discuss the main topics studied in this chapter, motivation for studying them and how they are organized throughout this chapter. Further, how the main topics discussed in different sections are interconnected with each other and unified under the main theme of dynamic modeling and statistical inference of information diffusion processes is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
SIS Model -Sec. 2
Step 1 -Sample a node m
Step 2 -Update m's state based on her neighbors 
Friendship Paradox based Variants of the SIS model
The first topic (Sec. 3) considered in this chapter is the effects of friendship paradox on the SIS model. Friendship paradox refers to a graph theoretic consequence that was introduced in 1991 by Scott. L. Feld in [17] . Feld's original statement of the friendship paradox is "on average, the number of friends of a random friend is always greater than or equal to the number of friends of a random individual". Here, a random friend refers to a random end node Y of a randomly chosen edge (a pair of friends). This statement is formally stated in Theorem 1 below.
Theorem 1 (Friendship Paradox [17] ). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, X be a node chosen uniformly from V and, Y be a uniformly chosen node from a uniformly chosen edge e ∈ E. Then,
where, d(X) denotes the degree of X.
Studying the friendship paradox (Theorem 1) based variants of the SIS model is motivated by the following two assumptions made in most works (for example, see [58, 39, 59, 76, 40] ) related to SIS models.
i. Each node is equally likely to update her state at each time instant i.e. uniform nodes are sampled in the first step of the SIS model. ii. Individuals decide whether to get infected or not based only on their (immediate) neighbors' states.
In real world social networks (e.g. Facebook or Twitter), the frequency with which a node updates her state (e.g. opinion) depends on the number of her social interactions (i.e. degree) according to recent findings [35] . This contradicts the assumption i. As a solution, Sec. 3.1 studies the modified SIS model where the state of a random friend (instead of a random node) evolves at each time instant. This modification to the standard SIS model reflects the fact that high degree nodes evolve more often in real world social networks. The main result of Sec. 3.1 shows that this modification results in different dynamics (compared to the standard SIS model) but, with the same critical thresholds (which determine if the information diffusion process will eventually die away or not) on the parameters of the SIS model.
Further, it has been shown in several recent works (e.g. [2, 18] ) that the individuals' attributes and decisions in real world social networks are affected by two-hop neighbors (i.e. friends of friends). This two-hop neighbors' effects in real world networks are ignored in the assumption ii of the standard SIS model. As an alternative, Sec. 3.2 considers the case where friends of friends influences the state evolutions instead of friends. We refer to this two-hop influence as monophilic contagion since the correlation between two-hop nodes is called monophily 1 [2] . Main result of Sec. 3.2 shows that information diffusion processes under monophilic contagion (decision to adopt a product, an idea, etc. is based on two-hop neighbors) spreads more easily (i.e. has a smaller critical threshold) compared to information diffusion under non-monophilic contagion (one-hop influence) as a result of the friendship paradox 2 . This result also suggests that talking to random friends of friends could be more efficient (compared to talking to random friends) in spreading rumors, news, etc. The well known friendship paradox based immunization approach [12] that immunizes random friends (instead of random nodes) relies on a similar argument: random friends have larger degrees (compared to random nodes) and are more critical to the spreading of a disease.
SIS Model and Reactive Networks: Collective Dynamics
Modeling a network as a deterministic graph does not capture information diffusion processes in real world networks. Several works proposed and analyzed evolving graph models: [72] studied the adaptive susceptible-infected-susceptible (ASIS) model where susceptible individuals are allowed to temporarily cut edges connecting them to infected nodes in order to prevent the spread of the infection, [75] analyzed the stability of epidemic processes over time-varying networks and provides sufficient conditions for convergence, [73] studied a SIS process over a static contact network where the nodes have partial information about the epidemic state and react by limiting their interactions with their neighbors when they believe the epidemic is 1 The concept of monophily presented in [2] does not give a causal interpretation but only the correlation between two-hop neighbors of an undirected graph. What we consider is monophilic contagion (motivated by monophily): the information diffusion caused by the influence of two hop neighbors in an undirected network. 2 Effects of the friendship paradox on information diffusion have been considered in [53, 5, 54] . However, the effect of friendship paradox on information diffusion under monophilic contagion (two-hop influence) has not been explored in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
currently prevalent. These serve as the motivation for Sec. 4 where the underlying network is modeled as a reactive network: a random graph process whose transition probabilities at each time instant depend on the state of the information diffusion process. The main result of Sec. 4 shows that, when the network is a reactive network which randomly evolves depending on the state of the information diffusion, the collective dynamics of the network and the diffusion process can be approximated (under some assumptions) by an ordinary differential equation (ODE) with an algebraic constraint. From a statistical modeling and machine learning perspective, the importance of this result relies on the fact that it provides a simple deterministic approximation of the collective stochastic dynamics of a complex system (an SIS process on a random graph, both evolving on the same time scale).
Estimating the Population State under Slow and Fast Information Diffusion
Sec. 5 and Sec. 6 deal with estimating the population states induced by the SIS model under two cases:
1. the information diffusion is slow and hence states of nodes can be treated as fixed for the purpose of the estimating the population state 2. the information diffusion is fast and hence, states of nodes cannot be treated as fixed for the purpose of estimation.
Case 1 -Polling under slow information diffusion
Polling is the method of asking a question from randomly (according to some distribution) sampled individuals and averaging their responses [26] . Therefore, the accuracy of a poll depends on two factors: (i) -method of sampling respondents for the poll (ii) -question presented to the sampled individuals. For example, when forecasting the outcome of an election, asking people Who do you think will win?" (expectation polling) is better compared to Who will you vote for?" (intent polling) [80] . This is due to the fact that an individual will name the candidate that is most popular among her friends in expectation polling (and thus summarizing a number of individuals in the social network) instead of providing her own voting intention. Motivated by such polling approaches, Sec. 5 presents two friendship paradox based polling algorithms that aim to estimate the fraction of infected individuals by querying random friends instead of random individuals. Since random friends have more friends (and hence, have more observations) than random individuals on average, the proposed methods yield a better (in a mean squared error sense) estimate compared to intent polling as well as expectation polling with random nodes.
Case 2 -Bayesian filtering under fast information diffusion
Friendship paradox based polling algorithms in Sec. 5 assume that information diffusion takes place on a slower time scale compared to the time taken to poll the individuals. Hence, for the purpose of the polling algorithm, the states of the individuals can be treated as fixed. However, such approaches are not applicable in situations where the information diffusion takes place on the same time scale as the time scale on which individuals are polled i.e. cases where measurement (polling) process takes place on the same time scale as the one on which the information spreads. Further, the information diffusion process constitute a non-linear (in the states) dynamical system as we show subsequently in Sec. 2. Hence applying optimal filtering algorithms such as Kalman filter is not possible. These facts motivate the non-linear filtering algorithm discussed in Sec. 6 which recursively (with each new measurement) computes the conditional mean of the state of the information diffusion (given the observations).
Summary
The main topics explored in this chapter bring together two important aspects related to a stochastic dynamical system mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: dynamic modeling and statistical inference. In terms of the dynamic modeling aspect (which is covered in Sec. Sec. 2, Sec. 3 and Sec. 4), we are interested in understanding how changes to the standard SIS-model can result in different dynamics and stationary states. In terms of statistical inference (covered in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6), we are interested in estimating the underlying state of the population induced by the model. Fig. 1 illustrates how these topics are organized in this chapter and are interconnected under the unifying theme. Rather than delving into detailed proofs, our aim in this chapter is to stress several novel insights.
Mean-Field Dynamics of SIS Model and Friendship Paradox
Mean-Field dynamics refers to a simplified model of a (stochastic) system where the stochastic dynamics are replaced by deterministic dynamics. Much of this research is based on the seminal work of Kurtz [51] on population dynamics models. In this section, we first discuss how mean-field dynamics can be used as a deterministic model of a SIS diffusion process over an undirected network. Since an SIS diffusion over a social network is a Markov process whose state space grows exponentially with the number of individuals, mean-field dynamics offers a deterministic model that is analytically tractable [58, 59, 39, 46] . Then, several recent generalizations of the original version of the friendship paradox are presented. The purpose of meanfield dynamics and the friendship paradox results discussed in this section is to study (in Sec. 3) how friendship paradox based changes to the standard SIS model (e.g. random friends evolving instead of random nodes in the step 1 of SIS model) can result in different mean-field dynamics and critical thresholds.
Discrete time SIS Model
Consider a social network represented by an undirected graph G = (V, E) where V = {1, 2, . . . , M} denotes the set of nodes. At each discrete time instant n, a node v ∈ V of the network can take the state s
n ∈ {0, 1} where, 0 denotes the susceptible state and 1 denotes the infected state. The degree d(v) ∈ {1, . . . , D} of a node v ∈ V is the number of nodes connected to v and, M(k) denotes the total number of nodes with degree k. Then, the degree distribution
M is the probability that a randomly selected node has degree k. Further, we also define the population statē x n (k) as the fraction of nodes with degree k that are infected (state 1) at time n i.e.
For this setting, we adopt the SIS model used in [46, 47] which is as follows briefly. Discrete Time SIS Model: At each discrete time instant n,
Step 1: A node m ∈ V is chosen with uniform probability p X (m) = 1/M where, M is the number of nodes in the graph.
Step 2: The state s n .
Note that the above model is a Markov chain with a state space consisting of 2 M states (since each of the M nodes can be either infected or susceptible at any time instant). Due to this exponentially large state space, the discrete time SIS model is not mathematically tractable. However, we are interested only in the fraction of the infected nodes (as opposed to the exact state out of the 2 M states) and therefore, it is sufficient to focus on the dynamics of the population statex n defined in (2) instead of the exact state of the infection.
Mean-Field Dynamics Model
Mean-field dynamics has been used in literature (e.g. [58, 59, 39, 51, 46] ) as a useful means of obtaining a tractable deterministic model of the dynamics of the population statex n . The following result from [46] shows how mean-field dynamics model closely approximates the stochastic dynamics of the true population statex n .
Theorem 2 (Mean-Field Dynamics).
1. The population state defined in (2) evolves according to the following stochastic difference equation driven by martingale difference process: 3x n (k) is the fraction of infected nodes with degree k i.e.x n (k) =
is the number of infected nodes with degree k and M(k) is the number of nodes with degree k.
where,
are the scaled transition probabilities of the states and, ζ n is a martingale difference process with ||ζ n || 2 ≤ Γ M for some positive constant Γ . 2. Consider the mean-field dynamics process associated with the population state:
where, P 01 (k, x n ) and P 10 (k, x n ) are as defined in (4), (5) and x 0 =x 0 . Then, for a time horizon of T points, the deviation between the mean-field dynamics (6) and the actual population statex n of the SIS model satisfies
for some positive constants
First part of Theorem 2 is the martingale representation of a Markov chain (which is the population statex n ). Note from (3) that the dynamics of the population statex n resemble a stochastic approximation recursion (new state is the old state plus a noisy term). Hence, the trajectory of the population statex n should converge (weakly) to the deterministic trajectory given by the ODE corresponding to the mean-field dynamics in (6) as the size of the network M goes to infinity i.e. the step size of the stochastic approximation algorithm goes to zero (for details, see [45, 52] ). Second part of the Theorem 2 provides an exponential bound on the deviation of the meanfield dynamics model from the actual population state for a finite length of the sample path. In the subsequent sections of this chapter, the mean-field approximation (6) is utilized to explore the topics outlined in Sec. 1.
Friendship Paradox
Recall that the original version of friendship paradox (Theorem 1) is a comparison between the average degrees of a random individual X and a random friend Y . This subsection reviews recent generalizations and extensions of the original version of friendship paradox stated in Theorem 1.
The original version of the friendship paradox (Theorem 1) can be described more generally in terms of likelihood ratio ordering as follows:
Theorem 3 (Friendship Paradox -Version 1 [9] ). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, X be a node chosen uniformly from V and, Y be a uniformly chosen node from a uniformly chosen edge e ∈ E. Then,
where, ≥ lr denotes the likelihood ratio dominance 4 .
Theorem 4 (based on [9] ) states that a similar result holds when the degrees of a random node X and a random friend Z of a random node X are compared as well.
Theorem 4 (Friendship Paradox -Version 2 [9] ). Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, X be a node chosen uniformly from V and, Z be a uniformly chosen neighbor of a uniformly chosen node from V . Then,
where, ≥ f osd denotes the first order stochastic dominance 5 .
The intuition behind the two versions of the friendship paradox (Theorems 3 and 4) stems from the fact that individuals with a large number of friends (high degree nodes) appear as the friends of a large number of individuals. Therefore, high degree nodes contributes to an increase in the average number of friends of friends. On the other hand, individuals with smaller number of friends appear as friends of a smaller number of individuals. Hence, they do not cause a significant change in the average number of friends of friends.
Friendship paradox, which in essence is a sampling bias observed in undirected social networks has gained attention as a useful tool for estimation and detection problems in social networks. For example, [16] proposes to utilize friendship paradox as a sampling method for reduced variance estimation of a heavy-tailed degree distribution, [11, 20, 84] explore how the friendship paradox can be used for detecting a contagious outbreak quickly, [82, 53, 37, 42, 50] utilizes friendship paradox for maximizing influence in a social network, [68] proposes friendship paradox based algorithms for efficiently polling a social network (e.g. to forecast an election) in a social network, [38] studies how the friendship paradox in a game theoretic setting can systematically bias the individual perceptions.
Several generalizations, extensions and consequences of friendship paradox have also been proposed in the literature. [15] shows how friendship paradox can be generalized to other attributes (apart from the degree) such as income and happiness when there exists a positive correlation between the attribute and the degree. Related to this work, [33] showed that certain other graph based centrality measures such as eigenvector centrality and Katz centrality (under certain assumptions) exhibit a version of the friendship paradox, leading to the statement "your friends 4 A discrete random variable Y (with a probability mass function f Y ) likelihood ratio dominates a discrete random variable X (with a probability mass function
is an increasing function of n. Further, likelihood ratio dominance implies larger mean. Therefore, Theorem 3 implies that E{d(Y )} ≥ E{d(X)} as stated in Theorem 1. 5 A discrete random variable Y (with a cumulative distribution function F Y ) first order stochastically dominates a discrete random variable X (with a cumulative distribution function
, for all n. Further, first order stochastic dominance implies larger mean. Hence, Theorem 4 implies that E{d(Z)} ≥ E{d(X)}.
are more important than you, on average". [34] extended the concept of friendship paradox to directed networks and empirically showed that four versions of friendship paradox which compare the expected in-and out-degrees of random friends and random followers to expected degree of a random node can exist in directed social networks such as Twitter. [56] discusses "majority illusion" an observation bias that stems from friendship paradox which makes many individuals in a social network to observe that a majority of their neighbors are in a particular state (e.g. possesses an iPhone), even when that state is globally rare. Similarly, [5, 43, 7, 19] also discuss various other generalizations and consequences of friendship paradox.
Effects of Friendship Paradox on SIS Model
Sec. 2 reviewed the discrete time SIS model that involves two steps and, showed how mean-field dynamics can be used as a deterministic model of an SIS information diffusion process. In the context of the SIS model, the aim of this section is to explore how changes (motivated by examples discussed in Sec. 1) to the first step (sampling a node m) and the second step (m updates its state probabilistically based on the states of neighbors) of the standard SIS model are reflected in the deterministic mean-field dynamics model and its critical threshold. The changes to the standard SIS model (Sec. 2.1) that we explore are motivated by friendship paradox in the sense that we consider 1 -random friends (instead of random nodes) are sampled in the first step, 2 -state of the sampled node is updated based on the states of friends of friends (instead of immediate friends).
Effect of the Sampling Distribution in the Step 1 of the SIS Model
Recall from Sec. 2.3 that we distinguished between three sampling methods for a network G = (V, E): a random node X, a random friend Y and, a random friend Z of a random node. Further, recall that in the discrete-time SIS model explained in Sec. 2.1, the node m that whose state evolves is sampled uniformly from V i.e. 
, then the stochastic dynamics of the SIS model can be approximated by,
wherek is the average degree of the graph G = (V, E). 2. If the node m is a random neighbor Z of a random node X, then the stochastic dynamics of the SIS model can be approximated by,
wherek is the average degree of the graph G = (V, E), P is the degree distribution and P(k|k ) is the probability that a random neighbor of a degree k node is of degree k. Further, if the network is a degree-uncorrelated network i.e. P(k|k ) does not depend on k , then (11) will be the same as (10).
Theorem 5 is proved in [69] . Theorem 5 shows that, if the node m sampled in the step 1 of the SIS model (explained in Sec. 2.1), is chosen to be a random friend or a random friend of a random node, then different elements x n (k) of the meanfield approximation evolves at different rates. This result allows us to model the dynamics of the population state in the more involved case where, frequency of the evolution of an individual is proportional his/her degree (part 1 -e.g. high degree nodes change opinions more frequently due to higher exposure) and also depends on the degree correlation (part 2 -e.g. nodes being connected to other similar/different degree nodes changes the frequency of changing the opinion).
Remark 1 (Invariance of the critical thresholds to the sampling distribution in step 1). The stationary condition for the mean-field dynamics is obtained by setting x n+1 (k) − x n (k) = 0 for all k ≥ 1. Comparing (6) with (10) and (11) , it can be seen that this condition yields the same expression P 01 (k, x n )−P 10 (k, x n ) = 0, for all three sampling methods (random node -X, random end of a random link Y and, a random neighbor Z of a random node). Hence, the critical thresholds of the SIS model are invariant to the distribution from which the node m is sampled in step 1. This leads us to Sec. 3.2 where, modifications to the step 2 of the SIS model are analyzed in terms of the critical thresholds.
Critical Thresholds for Unbiased-degree Networks
In Sec. 3.1 of this paper, we focused on step 1 of the SIS model (namely, distribution with which the node m is drawn at each time instant) and, showed that different sampling methods for selecting the node m result in different mean-field dynamics with the same stationary conditions. In contrast, the focus of this subsection is on the step 2 of the SIS model (namely, the probabilistic evolution of the state of the node m sampled in step 1) and, how changes to step 2 would result in different stationary conditions and critical thresholds. More specifically, we are interested in under-standing the effects on the SIS information diffusion process caused by monophilic contagion: node m's state evolves based on the states of random friends of friends (two-hop neighbors). This should be contrasted to the standard SIS information diffusion processes based on non-monophilic contagion where, evolution of node m's state is based on states of random friends (one-hop neighbors).
Critical Thresholds of Information Diffusion Process under Monophilic and Non-Monophilic Contagion Rules
Recall the SIS model reviewed in Sec. 2.1 again. We limit our attention to the case of unbiased-degree networks and viral adoption rules discussed in [60] .
Unbiased-degree network: In an unbiased-degree network, neighbors of agent m sampled in the step 1 of the SIS model are d(m) (degree of agent m) number of uniformly sampled agents (similar in distribution to the random variable X) from the network. Therefore, in an unbiased-degree network, any agent is equally likely to be a neighbor of the sampled (in the step 1 of the SIS model) agent m. In order to compare the non-monophilic and monophilic contagion rules, we look at the conditions on the model parameters for which, each rule leads to a positive fraction of infected nodes starting from a small fraction of infected nodes i.e. a positive stationary solution to the mean-field dynamics (6) . The main result is the following (proof given in [69] ): Theorem 6. Consider the SIS model described in Sec. 2.1. Define the effective spreading rate as λ = ν δ and let X be a random node and Z be a random friend of X.
Viral adoption rules
1. Under the non-monophilic contagion rule (Case 1), the mean-field dynamics equation (6) takes the form,
is the probability that a randomly chosen node X at time n is infected. Further, there exists a positive stationary solution to the mean field dynamics (12) for case 1 if and only if
2. Under the monophilic contagion rule (Case 2), the mean-field dynamics equation (6) takes the form,
is the probability that a randomly chosen friend Z of a randomly chosen node X at time n is infected 7 . Further, there exists a positive stationary solution to the mean field dynamics (15) if and only if
The infection spreading under the monophilic contagion rule (Case 2 of Theorem 6) can also be thought of as representing the network by the square graph (corresponding to the square of the adjacency matrix of the original network). Proceeding that way would also yield the same critical threshold as in the Case 2 of Theorem 6. Theorem 6 allows us to analyze the effects of friendship paradox and degree-assortativity on the contagion process as discussed in the next subsection. 7 We use P(k|k ) to denote the conditional probability that a node with degree k is connected to a node with degree k. More specifically P(k|k ) = e(k,k ) q(k) where e(k, k ) is the joint degree distribution of the network and q(k) is the marginal distribution that gives the probability of random end (denoted by random variable Y in Theorem 1) of random link having degree k. We also use σ q to denote the variance of q(k) in subsequent sections. Theorem 6 showed that the critical thresholds of the mean-filed dynamics equation (6) for the two rules (non-monophilic and monophilic contagion) are different. Following is an immediate corollary of Theorem 6 which gives the ordering of these critical thresholds using the friendship paradox stated in Theorem 1. (14), (17) for the cases of nonmonophilic (case 1) and monophilic (case 2) contagion rules satisfy
Effects of Friendship
Corollary 1 shows that in the case of information diffusion under monophilic contagion rule, it is easier (smaller effective spreading rate) for the information to spread to a positive fraction of the agents as a result of the friendship paradox. Hence, observing random friends of random neighbors makes it easier for the information to spread instead of dying away (in unbiased-degree networks). This shows how friendship paradox can affect information diffusion over a network under monophilic contagion.
Remark 2. If we interpret an individual's second-hop connections as weak-ties, then Theorem 6 and Corollary 1 can be interpreted as results showing the importance of weak-ties in information diffusion (in the context of a SIS model and an unbiaseddegree network). See the seminal works in [77, 28] for the definitions and importance of weak-ties in the sociology context.
The ordering λ * Z ≤ λ * X of the critical thresholds in Corollary 1 holds irrespective of any other network property. However, the magnitude of the difference of the critical thresholds λ * X − λ * Z depends on the neighbor-degree correlation (assortativity) coefficient defined as,
using the notation defined in Footnote 7. To intuitively understand this, consider a star graph that has a negative assortativity coefficient (as all low degree nodes are connected to the only high degree node). Therefore, a randomly chosen node X from the star graph has a much smaller expected degree E{d(X)} than the expected degree E{d(Z)} of a random friend Z of the random node X compared to the case where the network has a positive assortativity coefficient. This phenomenon is further illustrated in Fig. 2a using three networks with the same degree distribution but different assortativity coefficients obtained using Newman's edge rewiring procedure [70] . Consider the stationary fraction of the infected nodes
where P(k) is the degree distribution and x(k), k = 1, . . . , D are the stationary states of the mean-field dynamics in (6). Fig. 2b illustrates how the stationary fraction of the infected nodes varies with the effective spreading rate λ for case 1 and 2, showing the difference between the two cases and the effect of assortativity.
Collective Dynamics of SIS-Model and Reactive Networks
So far in Sec. 2 and Sec. 3, the underlying social network on which the information diffusion takes place was treated as a deterministic graph and, the mean-field dynamics equation (6) was used to approximate the SIS-model. In contrast, this section explores the more general case where the underlying social network also randomly evolve at each time step n (of the SIS-model) in a manner that depends on the population statex n . Our aim is to obtain a tractable model that represent the collective dynamics of the SIS-model and the evolving graph process. As explained in Sec. 1 with examples, the motivation for this problem comes from the real world networks that evolves depending on the state of information diffusion on them. In order to state the main result, we first define a reactive network and state our assumptions.
Definition 1 (Reactive Network).
A reactive network is a Markovian graph process {G n } n≥0 with a state space G = {G 1 , . . . , G N } consisting of N graphs and transition probabilities parameterized by the population statex n i.e. G n+1 ∼ Px n ( · |G n ).
In Definition 1, the parameterization of the transition probabilities by the population statex n represents the (functional) dependency of the graph process on the current state of the SIS information diffusion process. The name reactive network is derived from this functional dependency of the graph evolution on the population state. We make the following two assumptions on the reactive graph process (Definition 1).
Assumption 2 The transition probability matrix Px n of the reactive network {G n } n≥0 (Definition 1) is irreducible and positive recurrent with a unique stationary distribution πx n for all values of the population statex n .
The first assumption imposes the constraint that each graph in the state space has the same degree distribution. Under this assumption, the number of nodes M(k) with degree k will remain the same at each time instant n and hence, the new population state at each time instant can still be expressed as the old population state plus an update term as in Theorem 2. The second assumption is standard in Markov chains and it ensures the convergence to a unique stationary distribution.
In this context, the main result of this section is the following (proof given in [69] ).
Theorem 7 (Collective Dynamics of SIS-model and Reactive Network). Consider a reactive network {G n } n≥0 (Definition 1) with state space G and transition probabilities Px n ( · |G n ) (parameterized by the population statex n ) satisfying the Assumptions 1 and 2. Let the k th element of the vector H(x n , G n ) be
Further, assume that H(x, G i ) is Lipschitz continuous in x for all G i ∈ G . Then, the sequence of the population state vectors {x n } n≥0 generated by the SIS model under monophilic contagion over the reactive network converges weakly to the trajectory of the deterministic differential equation
Theorem 7 shows that the dynamics of the population state of the SIS model for information diffusion over a reactive network (Definition 1) can be approximated by an ODE with an algebraic constraint. From a statistical modeling perspective, Theorem 7 provides a useful means of approximating the complex dynamics of two interdependent stochastic processes (information diffusion process and the stochastic graph process) by an ODE (23) whose trajectory x(t) at each time instant t > 0 is constrained by the algebraic condition (24) . Further, having an algebraic constraint restricts the number of possible sample paths of the population state vector {x n } n≥0 . Hence, from a statistical inference/filtering perspective, this makes estimation/prediction of the population state easier. For example, the algebraic condition can be used in Bayesian filtering algorithms (such as the one discussed in Sec. 6) for the population state to obtain more accurate results.
Friendship Paradox based Polling for Networks
In Sec. 3 and Sec. 4, the effects of the friendship paradox on SIS-model and the effects of state dependent network evolutions were discussed. In contrast, this section deals with polling: estimating the fraction of infected (state denoted by 1) individualsρ
at a given time instant n, using the responses (to some query) of b sampled individuals from the network. It is assumed that the information diffusion is slow and the states of nodes remain unchanged during the estimation task. In other words, we assume that the information diffusion takes place on a slower time scale compared to the time it take to estimateρ n .
Notation: Since we consider the case of estimating the fraction of infected nodes at a given time instant n, we omit the subscript denoting time and useρ and s (·) to denote the infected fraction of nodes and state of nodes respectively (at the given time instant n) in this section.
Motivation and Related Work:
Recall that in intent polling 8 , a set S of nodes are obtained by uniform sampling with replacement and then, the average of the labels
is used as the estimate (called intent polling estimate henceforth) of the fractionρ of infected individuals. The main limitation of intent polling is that the sample size needed to achieve an ε-additive error is O( 1 ε 2 ) [13] . The algorithms presented in this section are motivated by two recently proposed methods, namely "expectation polling" [80] and "social sampling" [13] , that attempt to overcome this limitation in intent polling. Firstly, in expectation polling [80] , each sampled individual is asked to provide an estimate about the state held by the majority of the individuals in the network (e.g. asking "What do you think the state of the majority is?"). Then, each sampled individual will look at his/her neighbors and provide an answer (1 or 0) based on the state held by the majority of them. This method is more efficient (in terms of sample size) compared to the intent polling method since each sample now provides the putative response of a neighborhood 9, 10 . Secondly, in social sampling [13] , the response of each sampled individual is a function of the states, degrees and the sampling probabilities of his/her neighbors. [13] provides several unbiased estimators for the fractionρ using this method and, establishes bounds for their variances. The main limitation of social sampling method (compared to friendship paradox based algorithms in Sec. 5) is that it requires the sampled individuals to know a significant amount of information about their neighbors (apart from just their labels), the graph and the sampling process (employed by the pollster). Therefore, a practical implementation of social sampling in the setting of estimating the fraction of infected individuals at a given time instant is not practically feasible. These facts motivate the polling method called neighborhood expectation polling (NEP) [68] which we present next.
In NEP, a set S ⊂ V of individuals from the social network G = (V, E) are selected and asked, "What is your estimate of the fraction of people with label 1?".
When trying to estimate an unknown quantity about the world, any individual naturally looks at his/her neighbors. Therefore, each sampled individual s ∈ S would provide the fraction of their neighbors N (s), with label 1. In other words, the response of the individual s ∈ S for the NEP query would be,
Then, the average of all the responses
is used as the NEP estimate of the fractionρ.
Why call it NEP?
The term neighborhood expectation polling is derived, from the fact that the response q(v) of each sampled individual v ∈ S is the expected label 9 Intent polling and expectation polling have been considered intensively in literature, mostly in the context of forecasting elections and, it is generally accepted that expectation polling is more efficient compared to intent polling [27, 26, 65, 66, 61] . 10 [47, 45] discuss how expectation polling can give rise to misinformation propagation in social learning and, propose Bayesian filtering methods to eliminate the misinformation propagation. value among her neighbors i.e. q(v) = E{s (U) } where, U is a random neighbor of the sampled individual v ∈ S.
(a) Network G 1 : labels are highly correlated with the degrees of nodes (b) Network G 2 : nodes with the same label are clustered (depicting Homophily) (c) Network G 3 : a large regular graph with uniformly at random assigned labels Fig. 3 : Consider the case of uniformly sampling nodes and obtaining responses q(s) of sampled nodes s ∈ S about the fraction of red (i.e. label 1) nodes in the network. In graph G 1 of Fig. 3a , most nodes have their only neighbor to be of color red even though most of the nodes in the network are of color blue. Hence, uniformly sampling nodes for NEP in this case would result in a highly biased estimate. In graph G 2 of Fig. 3b , approximately half the nodes have only a red neighbor and, rest of the nodes have only a blue neighbor. Hence, uniformly sampling nodes for NEP in this case would result in an estimate with a large variance. In graph G 3 of Fig. 3c , average of the NEP responses q(v) of nodes is approximately equal to the fraction of nodes with red labels. Further, q(v) does not vary largely among nodes. Hence, uniformly sampling nodes for NEP in this case would result in an accurate estimate. Similar examples can also be found in [13] . The figure highlights the importance of exploiting network structure and node labels when sampling nodes for NEP.
Why (not) use NEP? NEP is substantially different to classical intent polling where, each sampled individual is asked "What is your label?". In intent polling, the response of each sampled individual v ∈ S is his/her label s (v) . In contrast, in NEP, the response q(v) of each sampled individual v ∈ S is a function of his/her neighborhood (defined by the underlying graph G) as well as the labels of his/her neighbors. Therefore, depending on the graph G, function s (·) and the method of obtaining the samples S, NEP might produce either, I an estimate with a larger MSE compared to intent polling (e.g. networks in Fig.  3a and Fig. 3b shows when uniform sampling of individuals for NEP might not work), or, II an estimate with a smaller MSE compared to intent polling (e.g. network in Fig. 3c shows when uniform sampling of individuals for NEP might work)
These two possible outcomes highlight the importance of using the available information about the graph G and the function s (·) (which represent the states at the time of the estimation), when selecting the set S of individuals in NEP. This lead us to the friendship paradox based NEP algorithms.
NEP Algorithms Based on Friendship Paradox
In this subsection, we consider randomized methods for selecting individuals for NEP based on the concept of friendship paradox explained in Sec. 2.3.
Case 1 -Sampling friends using random walks
In this section, we consider the case where the graph G = (V, E) is not known initially, but sequential exploration of the graph is possible using multiple random walks over the nodes of the graph.
A motivating example for case 1 is a massive online social network where the fraction of user profiles indicating infection needs to be estimated (e.g. profiles mentioning symptoms of a disease). Web-crawling (using random walks) approaches are widely used to obtain samples from such massive online social networks without requiring the global knowledge of the full network graph [57, 22, 78, 23, 63] . Algorithm 1 was proposed in [68] for estimating the fractionρ in case 1. The intuition behind Algorithm 1 stems from the fact that the stationary distribution of a random walk on an undirected graph is uniform over the set of neighbors [1] . Therefore, Algorithm 1 obtains a set S of b neighbors independently (for sufficiently large N) from the graph G = (V, E) in step 2. Then, the response q(s) of each sampled individual s ∈ S for the NEP query is used to compute the estimate T b RW in step 3. According to the friendship paradox (Theorem 1), using uniformly sampled neighbors is equivalent to using more nodes due to the fact that random neighbors have more neighbors than random nodes on average. Hence, it is intuitive that the performance of this method should have a smaller MSE compared to the method of NEP with uniformly sampled nodes and intent polling method. In Sec. 5.2, we verify this claim theoretically and explore the conditions on the state function s (·) and the properties of the graph G for the estimator T b RW to be more accurate compared to the intent polling method.
Case 2 -Sampling a Random Friend of a Random Individual
Here we assume that the graph G = (V, E) is not known and it is not possible to crawl the graph (using random walks). It is further assumed that a set of uniform samples S = {s 1 , . . . , s k } from the set of nodes V can be obtained and, each sampled individual s i ∈ S has the ability to answer the question "What is your (random) friend's estimate of the fraction of individuals with label 1?".
A motivating example for case 2 is the situation where random individuals are requested to answer survey questions for an incentive. In most such cases, the pollster does not have any information about the structural connectivity of the queried individuals and, will only be able to obtain their answer for a question.
For this case, Algorithm 2 was proposed in [68] to obtain an estimate of the fractionρ of individuals with label 1.
In Algorithm 2, each uniformly sampled individual is asked the question "What is your (random) friend's estimate of the fraction of individuals with state 1?". Then, each sampled node s i ∈ S would provide q(u i ) for some randomly chosen u i ∈ N (s i ). The theoretical reasoning behind this method comes from Theorem 4 in Section 2 which states that, a random friend of a randomly chosen individual has more friends than a randomly chosen individual on average 11 . Therefore, intuitively 11 It should be noted that this does not follow from the original version of friendship paradox (Theorem 1) since the random friend is not a uniformly chosen neighbor from the set of all 2|E| this method should result in a smaller MSE compared to the method of NEP with uniformly sampled nodes and intent polling method.
Analysis of the Estimates Obtained via Algorithms 1 and 2
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 presented in Sec. 5.1 query random friends and random friends of random nodes (denoted by Y, Z in Theorem 1 and Theorem 4) respectively, exploiting the friendship paradox.
In this context, the aim of this subsection is to present the following results (proof can be found in [68] ):
1. Theorem 8 motivates using friendship paradox based NEP algorithms (as opposed to NEP with uniformly sampled nodes) 2. Theorem 9 relates bias and variance of the estimate T b RW obtained using Algorithm 1 to the properties of the network. Then, Corollary 2 gives sufficient conditions for T b RW to be an unbiased estimate with a smaller mean squared error (MSE) compared to intent polling method where, MSE of an estimate T of a parameterρ is defined as
3. Theorem 10 motivates the use of friendship paradox based sampling methods when the sampling budget b is small Theorem 8. If the label f (v) of each node v ∈ V is independently and identically distributed then,
neighbors. Instead, the response now comes from a random neighbor conditioned to be a friend of the sampled node.
where, MSE denotes mean square error defined in (29) , T b UN is the NEP estimate with b uniformly sampled nodes and, T b RW , T b FN are the estimates obtained using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 respectively. Theorem 8 shows that friendship paradox based sampling always has a smaller mean squared error when the node labels are independently and identically distributed (iid). This motivates the use of friendship paradox based NEP methods (Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2) instead of uniform sampling based NEP. In the subsequent results, we show that the superiority of friendship paradox based NEP algorithms over the widely used intent polling method holds for conditions less stringent than the iid assumption.
Next, we formally quantify the bias Bias(T b RW ) and the variance Var(T b RW ) of the estimator T b RW obtained via Algorithm 1 as the random walk length N goes to infinity and then, compare it with the widely used intent polling method.
Theorem 9. Let X be a random node and (U,Y ) be a random link sampled from a connected graph. Then, as N tends to infinity, the bias Bias(T b RW ) and the variance Var(T b RW ) of the estimate T b RW , obtained via Algorithm 1 are given by,
Var{T
Theorem 9 provides insights into the properties of the networks for which, NEP based Algorithm 2 provides a better estimate compared to the intent polling method. Eq. (32) of Theorem 9 shows that, the bias of the estimate T b RW is the difference between the expected label value at a random friend, Y and the expected value at a random individual, X. Further, (33) shows that it is proportional to the covariance between the degree d(X) and the state s (X) of a randomly chosen node X. An immediate consequence of this result is the following corollary, which gives a sufficient condition for the estimate T b RW to be unbiased and, also have a smaller variance (and therefore, a smaller MSE) compared to intent polling. 
where, MSE denotes mean square error defined in (29) .
Theorem 9 also shows that the variance of the estimate T b RW is the covariance of the state s (Y ) of a random friend Y and the response q(U) of her random friend U.
The following result gives sufficient conditions for T b RW to be a more efficient (in an MSE sense) estimator compared to intent polling method (even in the presence of bias) when the sampling budget b = 1.
Theorem 10. Assume that the graph is connected and the sampling budget b = 1. Then, as N tends to infinity, the estimate T b RW has a smaller MSE compared to the intent polling estimate I, defined in (26), if
Theorem 10 shows that, if the expected degree of an individual with state 1 is larger (smaller) compared to the expected degree of an individual with opinion 0 and, the expected state in the network is above (below) half then, MSE of the estimate T b RW is smaller than intent polling estimate I in (26) when the pollster can query only one individual. This helps the pollster to incorporate prior knowledge about the current state of the diffusion and the structure of the network to decide whether its suitable to use NEP based Algorithm 1 (over the intent polling method).
Numerical Examples
In this section, results (based on [68] ) illustrating the performance of Algorithms 1 and 2 are provided. The aim of these experimental results is to evaluate the dependence of the accuracy (MSE) of the estimate ofρ on the following three properties related to the network and the state of the information diffusion:
1. Degree distribution P(k) (which is the probability that a randomly chosen node has k neighbors).
2. Neighbor Degree correlation (assortativity) coefficient r kk defined in (19) 3. Degree-label correlation coefficient
where, σ k , σ s are the standard deviations of the degree distribution P(k) and the state (label) distribution respectively and, P(s, k) is the joint distribution of the states and degrees of nodes.
A detailed discussion about these metrics and their effects can be found in [56] .
[68] evaluated Algorithms 1, 2 on networks obtained using two modes: configuration mode [64] and Erdős-Rényi (G(n,p)) model [71] . The resulting mean squared errors for the configuration model (power-law degree distribution) are shown in Fig.  4 and Fig. 5 for power-law coefficient values α = 2.1 and α = 2.4 respectively. Similarly, results obtained for Erdős-Rényi graphs (Poisson degree distribution) are shown in Fig. 6 . In the case of Erdős-Rényi graphs, only the assortativity coefficient r kk = 0 is considered as it cannot be changed significantly due to the homogeneity in the degree distribution (see [68] for more details on the experimental procedure). 
Discussion of the Results
In this subsection, the main findings of the experiments and how they relate to the theoretical results are discussed. Further, how these findings can be useful to identify the best possible algorithm (out of Algorithms 1, Algorithm 2 and the alternative intent polling method) depending on the context is discussed.
Power-law Graphs
Intent Polling vs. Friendship Paradox Based Polling: The friendship paradox based Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 performs better for all sample sizes compared to the intent polling method when the degree-label correlation p ks = 0 (which agrees with Theorem 2). Further, even when p ks is non-zero, the Algorithm 2 outperform the intent polling method for all considered samples sizes while Algorithm 1 outperforms the intent polling method for in all considered cases for small sample sizes (b ≤ 30).
Effect of the Heavy-Tails: By comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 5 , it can be seen that, when the tail of the degree distribution is heavier (smaller power-law coefficient α), the performance of Algorithms 1, 2 is better than the intent polling method for small sampling budgets. The effect of the heavy tails is more visible on the Algorithm 2 which performs better than intent polling method in all cases for all sample sizes. This shows that, when the sampling budget is small and the network has a heavy tail, the friendship paradox based algorithms can offer significant advantage over classical intent polling method.
Effect of the Assortativity of the Network: Many different joint degree distributions e(k, k ) can give rise to the same neighbor degree distribution q(k) (which is the marginal distribution of e(k, k )). This marginal distribution q(k) does not capture the joint variation of the degrees a random pair of neighbors. In Algorithm 1 (which samples neighbors uniformly), the degree distribution of the samples is the neighbor degree distribution q(k). Hence, the performance is not affected by the assortativity coefficient r kk , which captures the joint variation (in terms of the joint degree distribution e(k, k )) of the degrees of a random pair of neighbors. This is apparent in Fig. 5 where, each column (corresponding to different r kk values) has approximately same MSE for Algorithm 1. However, it can be seen that, the MSE of Algorithm 2 (that samples random friends Z of random nodes) increases with r kk due to the fact that the degree d(Z) of a random friend Z of a random node is a function of the joint degree distribution. In order to make this point clear, Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of the neighbor degree correlation r kk on d(Z) (and the invariance of d(Y ) to r kk ). Hence, if it is apriori known that the network is disassortative, the Algorithm 2 is a more suitable choice for polling (compared to Algorithm 1).
When to use friendship paradox based NEP? Both theoretical (Theorem 10) as well as numerical results (Fig. 5, Fig. 6 ) show that friendship paradox based NEP methods outperform classical intent polling method by a large margin when the sampling budget is small compared to the size of the network (which is the case in many applications related to polling). Further, the absence of correlation guarantees the better performance of friendship paradox based NEP methods for any sample size (Corollary 2) and the presence of assortativity improves the performance of Algorithm 2. These results/observations gives the pollster the ability to decide which algorithm to be deployed using the available information about the network and the sampling budget.
Erdős-Rényi Graphs
Erdős-Rényi (G(n, p)) model starts with n vertices and then connects each two vertices with probability p resulting in an average degree of (n−1)p. From the Fig. 6 , it can be seen that Algorithms 1 and 2 both yield a smaller MSE than the intent polling method for Erdős-Rényi models (with an average degree of 50). Further, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 both have an equal MSE in the case of Erdős-Rényi Graphs. This is a result of the fact that distributions of the degree d(Y ) of a random neighbor Y and the distribution of the degree d(Z) of a random neighbor Z of a random node are equal when the neighbor degree correlation is zero. of a random node (X), a random friend (Y ) and a random friend (Z) of a random node respectively, for three graphs with the same degree distribution (power-law distribution with a coefficient α = 2.4) but different neighbor-degree correlation coefficients r kk , generated using the Newman's edge rewiring procedure. This illustrates that E{d(Z)} ≥ E{d(Y )} for r kk ≤ 0 (Fig. 7a) and vice-versa. Further, this figure also shows how the distributions of d(X), d(Y ) remain invariant to the changes in the joint degree distribution e(k, k ) that preserve the degree distribution P(k).
Non-Linear Bayesian Filtering for Estimating Population State
In Sec. 5, algorithms to estimate the fraction of infected (state 1) individuals in the case of slow diffusion dynamics where node states can be treated as fixed for the estimation purpose were discussed. However, treating states of nodes as fixed is not realistic when the diffusion takes place on the same time scale as the one on which individuals are polled (i.e. measurements are collected). Further, the non-linear dynamics (6) of the information diffusion rules out the possibility of applying standard Bayesian filtering methods such as Kalman filter to recursively update the population state estimate with new measurements [45] . This section presents the non-linear Bayesian filtering method proposed in [46] which computes an optimal (in a meansquared error sense) estimate of the population state with each new measurement. The method consists of two steps at each time instant:
1. sampling nodes from the network to obtain a noisy estimate of the population state 2. using the noisy estimate to compute the posterior distribution and then compute the new conditional mean of the estimate.
Sampling
We first consider sampling the social network G = (V, E) discribed in Sec. 2.1 for the purpose collecting measurements to estimate the population state x n at time n. We assume that the degree distribution P(·) of the underlying network is known. Note that friendship paradox based NEP algorithms (presented in Sec. 5 for estimating the scalar valued fraction of infected nodes) can be easily extended for obtaining such (noisy) measurements of population state vector x n . For example, at each time instant n, a random friend can be sampled and asked to provide an estimate of the population state x n based on her neighbors. Apart from such extensions of friendship paradox based NEP methods, we discuss two other widely used methods for sampling large networks for the purpose of obtaining an empirical estimate of x n .
Uniform Sampling
At each time n, ν(k) individuals are sampled 12 independently and uniformly from the population M(k) comprising of agents with degree k. Thus, a uniformly distributed independent sequence of nodes, denoted by {m l , l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ν(k)}}, is generated from the population M(k). From these independent samples, the empirical infected population statex n (k) of degree k nodes at each time n is
At each time n,x n can be viewed as noisy observation of the infected population state x n .
MCMC Based Respondent-Driven Sampling (RDS)
Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) was introduced by Heckathorn [29, 30] as an approach for sampling from hidden populations in social networks and has gained enormous popularity in recent years. In RDS sampling, current sample members recruit future sample members. The RDS procedure is as follows: A small number of people in the target population serve as seeds. After participating in the study, the seeds recruit other people they know through the social network in the target population. The sampling continues according to this procedure with current sample members recruiting the next wave of sample members until the desired sampling size is reached. RDS can be viewed as a form of Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. Let {m l , l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ν(k)}} be the realization of an aperiodic irreducible Markov chain with state space M(k) comprising of nodes of degree k. This Markov chain models the individuals of degree k that are sampled, namely, the first individual m 1 is sampled and then recruits the second individual m 2 to be sampled, who then recruits m 3 and so on. Instead of the independent sample estimator (40), an asymptotically unbiased MCMC estimate is computed as
where π(m), m ∈ M(k), denotes the stationary distribution of the Markov chain m l .
In RDS, the transition matrix and, hence, the stationary distribution π in the estimate (41) is specified as follows: Assume that edges between any two nodes i and j have symmetric weights W i j (i.e., W i j = W ji ). Node i recruits node j with transition probability W i j / ∑ j W i j . Then, it can be easily seen that the stationary distribution is π(i) = ∑ j∈V W i j / ∑ i∈V, j∈V W i j . Using this stationary distribution along with (41) yields the RDS algorithm. Since a Markov chain over a non-bipartite connected undirected network is aperiodic, the initial seed for RDS can be picked arbitrarily, and the estimate (41) is asymptotically unbiased [24] .
The key outcome of this subsection is that by the central limit theorem (for an irreducible aperiodic finite state Markov chain), the estimate of the probability that a node is infected in a large population (given its degree) is asymptotically Gaussian. For a sufficiently large number of samples, observation of the infected population state is approximately Gaussian, and the sample observations can be expressed as
where v n ∼ N (0, R) is the observation noise with the covariance matrix R and observation matrix C dependent on the sampling process and x n ∈ R D is the infected population state and evolves according to the polynomial dynamics (6).
Non-linear filter and PCRLB for Bayesian Tracking of Infected Populations
In Sec. 2, the mean field dynamics for the population state as a system with polynomial dynamics (6) was discussed. Linear Gaussian observations (42) can be obtained by sampling the network as outlined in Sec. 6.1. In this subsection, we consider Bayesian filtering for recursively estimating the infected population state x n in large networks. Then posterior Cramér-Rao lower bounds (PCRLB) are obtained for these estimates. We first describe how to express the mean field dynamics (6) in a form amenable to employing the non-linear filter described in [31] .
Mean Field Polynomial Dynamics
where the co-coefficients A 0 , A 1 , . . . , A i are dimension 1, 2, . . . , (i + 1) tensors, respectively. Note that A i xx . . . x is a vector with r th entry given by
where A i (r, j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i ) is the r, j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j i entry of tensor A i and x j is the j th entry of x. Because (6) has polynomial dynamics, it can be expressed in the form of (43) by constructing the tensors A i . We refer the reader to [46] for the exact forms of these equations.
Optimal Filter for Polynomial Dynamics
With the mean-field dynamics (6) expressed in the form (43), we are now ready to describe the optimal filter to estimate the infected population state. Optimal Bayesian filtering refers to recursively computing the conditional density (posterior) p(x n |Y n ), for n = 1, 2, · · · , where Y n denotes the observation sequence y 1 , . . . , y n . From this posterior density, the conditional mean estimate E{x n |Y n } can be computed by integration. (The term optimal refers to the fact that the conditional mean estimate is the minimum variance estimate). In general for nonlinear or nonGaussian systems, there is no finite dimensional filtering algorithm, that is, the posterior p(x n |Y n ) does not have a finite dimensional statistic. However, it is shown in [31] that for Gaussian systems with polynomial dynamics, one can devise a finite dimensional filter (based on the Kalman filter) to compute the conditional mean estimate. That is, Bayes rule can be implemented exactly (without numerical approximation) to compute the posterior, and the conditional mean can be computed from the posterior. Therefore, to estimate the infected population state using the sampled observations (42), we employ this optimal filter. The non-linear filter prediction and update equations are given as: Prediction step:x where Y n = {Y n−1 , y n } denotes the observation process; H − n denotes the priori state co-variance estimate at time n; and v n denotes the Gaussian state noise at time n, with covariance Q n .
The filter is initialized with meanx 0 and covariance H − 0 . The filter relies upon being able to compute the expectation E{ f (x n−1 ) f (x n−1 )|Y n−1 } in terms ofx n−1 and H − n . When f (·) is a polynomial, f (x n−1 ) f (x n−1 ) is a function of x n−1 , and the conditional expectations in (45) can be expressed only in terms ofx n−1 and H − n , permitting a closed form 13 prediction step. Update step:x n = E{x n |Y n } =x
H n = (I − K n C)H − n (I − K n C) + K n R n K n (45) wherex n denotes the conditional mean estimate of the state and H n the associated conditional covariance at time n. C denotes the state observation matrix; R n denotes the observation noise co-variance matrix; K n denotes the filter gain; and I denotes the identity matrix. Since the dynamics of (6) are polynomial, the prediction and update steps of (44) and (45) can be implemented without approximation. These expressions constitute the optimal non-linear filter and can be used to track the evolving infected population state.
Summary and Discussion
This chapter discussed in detail, three interrelated topics in information diffusion in social networks under the central theme of dynamic modeling and statistical inference of SIS models.
Firstly, Sec. 3 showed that the effect of high degree nodes updating their states (infected or susceptible) more frequently is reflected in the update term of the deterministic mean-field dynamics model and, does not affect the critical thresholds which decide if the information diffusion process will eventually die out or spread to a non-zero fraction of individuals. Secondly, the case where two-hop neighbors are influencing the evolution of states in the SIS model was discussed. This two-hop neighbor influence, called monophilic contagion, was shown to make the SIS information diffusion easier (by lowering the critical thresholds). Sec. 4 extended the mean-field model to the case where the underlying social network randomly evolves depending on the state of the information diffusion. How the collective dynamics of such a process can be modeled by a deterministic ordinary differential equation with an algebraic constraint was discussed.
Related to the statistical inference aspect of the SIS information diffusion processes, how the state of the underlying population (induced by the SIS model) can be estimated was explored under two cases. Firstly, for the case where the dynamics of the SIS model is slower (and hence node states can be treated as fixed for estimation purpose) compared to measurement collection (polling), friendship paradox based polling algorithms to estimate the fraction of infected nodes were discussed. Such algorithms can outperform classical polling methods such as intent polling by lowering the variance of the estimate. Secondly, for the case where the dynamics of the SIS model evolve on the same time scale as the measurement collection process, a non-linear Bayesian filtering algorithm which harvests the polynomial dynamics of the SIS model was discussed. This filtering algorithm is an optimal filter which updates the state estimate with each new measurement.
Future research directions:
The topics discussed in this chapter yield interesting directions for future research in information diffusion processes. Firstly, the nodes were treated as non-strategic decision makers in this chapter i.e. their decisions to update the states are not strategic. The changes in the dynamics and critical thresholds yielded by the case where nodes are strategic utility maximizers is an interesting direction for future research. Secondly, the topics of this chapter focused on the case where the underlying network is an undirected graph. The mean-field study of such topics (diffusion based on two-hop contagion, effects of friendship paradox and filtering) in the context of a directed graph remains an interesting research direction to be explored. There is also substantial motivation to evaluate SIS models using real data; some preliminary results applied to YouTube appear in [36, 48] .
Topics beyond the scope of the chapter: Since the current chapter dealt with SIS contagions that are modeled using mean-field dynamics, several important topics related to the diffusion of information in social networks are beyond the scope of the current chapter. Some of such topics include: social learning [44, 49, 10] , influence maximization [41] , strategic agents and game theoretic learning [21, 38] and, inferring the network structure using diffusion traces [25] .
